Bulloch County 2014 Crct Test Result
Yeah, reviewing a books bulloch county 2014 crct test result could add your close links listings. This is
just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, carrying out does not suggest that you
have fabulous points.
Comprehending as capably as understanding even more than supplementary will manage to pay for each
success. neighboring to, the pronouncement as without difficulty as sharpness of this bulloch county 2014
crct test result can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

Charter School Expansion Act of 1998 United States 1998
Caseworker I National Learning Corporation 2020 The Caseworker I Passbook(R) prepares you for your
test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study. It provides hundreds of
questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam, including but not
limited to: case histories in social services casework programs; interviewing; preparing written material;
principles and practices of social casework; and more.
Political Agendas for Education Joel Spring 2017-07-14 Following the epic, contentious 2016 presidential
election, Joel Spring’s ongoing documentation and analysis of political agendas for education reflect the
major political issues since 2012. Here he examines the 2016 education planks of the Republican,
Democratic, Libertarian, and Green Parties, using their official platforms and other statements, speeches
given by each candidate, and media reports and publications. Each party’s position is linked to previous
political movements in education. Spring offers an alternative agenda for American schools, including a
proposed education amendment to the U.S. Constitution and replacing human capital agendas with goals
emphasizing education for a long life and happiness. Taking a fresh look at the social and political forces,
educational research, and ideologies shaping their educational agendas and a comparative approach, the
book stimulates reflection and discussion. Updates and changes in the Sixth Edition: Betsy DeVos’s
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education agenda supporting vouchers, free market competition and for-profit schools and its relationship
to the education section of the 2016 Republican platform The important role religion and culture played in
the evolution of Republican education policies after the school prayer and Bible decisions of the 1960s
The influence of human capital economics on Democratic education proposals How No Child Left Behind
and Democratic President Barack Obama opened doors to the growth of the for-profit education industry
and investment bankers The 2016 Democratic positions on the cost of higher education and student loan
debts The Democratic left as represented by the 2016 campaign of Democrat Bernie Sanders and his
influence on the presidential candidate Hillary Clinton and the Democratic Party platform The education
proposals of the Green and Libertarian parties
Treatment of Language Disorders in Children Rebecca Joan McCauley 2016-10 Thoroughly updated to
meet the needs of today's students in SLP courses, the second edition of this classic textbook prepares
future professionals to evaluate, compare, select, and apply effective interventions for language disorders
in children. Using realistic case studies and many new video clips that show each strategy in action, the
expert contributors introduce your students to 14 current, research-based intervention models and
examine practical ways to apply them in the field. The new edition covers interventions for both emerging
communication and language and more advanced language and literacy, in a consistent chapter format
that makes it easy for students to compare treatment approaches. A textbook SLPs will keep and
reference often throughout their careers, this balanced, in-depth look at interventions will prepare
professionals to choose and implement the best interventions for children with language disorders. YOUR
STUDENTS WILL LEARN ABOUT the theoretical and empirical basis of each intervention target
populations for the intervention assessment and decision making practical requirements for
implementation considerations for children from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds future
directions STUDENT-FRIENDLY MATERIALS: A video clip to illustrate each intervention (on the included
DVD and available online); case studies; learning activities that challenge students to apply their new
knowledge WITH NEW CHAPTERS ON: Print-Referencing Interventions * Language Intervention for
School-Age Bilingual Children * Comprehensive Reading Intervention in Augmentative Communication *
Complex Sentence Intervention * Narrative Language Intervention * Social Communication Intervention for
Children with Language Impairment * Strathclyde Language Intervention Program (SLIP)
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The Curriculum Franklin Bobbitt 1918
Archaeology Matters Jeremy A Sabloff 2016-06-16 Archaeology is perceived to study the people of long
ago and far away. How could archaeology matter in the modern world? Well-known archaeologist Jeremy
Sabloff points to ways in which archaeology might be important to the understanding and amelioration of
contemporary problems. Though archaeologists have commonly been associated with efforts to uncover
cultural identity, to restore the past of underrepresented peoples, and to preserve historical sites, their
knowledge and skills can be used in many other ways. Archaeologists help Peruvian farmers increase
crop yields, aid city planners in reducing landfills, and guide local communities in tourism development
and water management. This brief volume, aimed at students and other prospective archaeologists,
challenges the field to go beyond merely understanding the past and actively engage in making a
difference in the today’s world.
The Handbook of Psycholinguistic and Cognitive Processes Jackie Guendouzi 2011-01-07 This handbook
includes an overview of those areas of cognition and language processing that are relevant to the field of
communication disorders, and provides examples of theoretical approaches to problems and issues in
communication disorders. The first section includes a collection of chapters that outline some of the basic
considerations and areas of cognition and language that underlie communication processing; a second
section explains and exemplifies some of the influential theories of psycholinguistic/cognitive processing;
and the third section illustrates theoretical applications to clinical populations. There is coverage of
theories that have been either seminal or controversial in the research of communication disorders. Given
the increasing multi-cultural workload of many practitioners working with clinical populations, chapters
relating to bilingual populations are also included. The volume book provides a single interdisciplinary
source where researchers and students can access information on psycholinguistic and cognitive
processing theories relevant to clinical populations. A range of theories, models, and perspectives are
provided. The range of topics and issues illustrate the relevance of a dynamic interaction between
theoretical and applied work, and retains the complexity of psycholinguistic and cognitive theory for
readers (both researchers and graduate students) whose primary interest is the field of communication
disorders.
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The Excluded Past Robert MacKenzie 2013-10-23 First published in 1989. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
A History of Georgia Kenneth Coleman 1991 This standard history of the state of Georgia was first
published in 1977. Documenting events from the earliest discoveries by the Spanish to the rapid changes
undergone during the civil rights era, the book gives broad coverage to the state's social, political,
economic and cultural history.
Curriculum Construction Werrett Wallace Charters 1923
The State and the Politics of Knowledge Michael W. Apple 2003-12-16 The State and the Politics of
Knowledge extends the insightful arguments Michael Apple provided in Educating the "Right" Way in new
and truly international directions. Arguing that schooling is, by definition, political, Apple and his co-authors
move beyond a critical analysis to describe numerous ways of interrupting dominance and creating truly
democratic and realistic alternatives to the ways markets, standards, testing, and a limited vision of
religion are now being pressed into schools.
Leaving Safe Harbors Dennis Carlson 2002 To rise to the challenges of postmodern culture, Carlson
argues, progressivism will need to leave the safe harbors of what is familiar and comfortable. A new
progressivism can only be forged of a fundamental re-thinking and re-mythologizing of democratic
education. Drawing upon cultural studies perspectives, Carlson interrogates philosophy through popular
culture for mythologies that might guide such a progressivism. The author uses Platonic, Hegelian,
Nietzschean, and Heideggerian mythologies to elaborate a progressive model that provides powerful ways
of thinking democratic education and public life.
Nickname Mania Mark T. Jenkins 1997-01-01 A collection of stories that explores the origins of nicknames
for the U.S.'s most popular Division I colleges. Features the most unique nicknames in the country,
fascinating historical information about the schools' mascots and traditions, and a complete reference
section that includes the nickname of every Division I college in the country.
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Codification of the Common Law Massachusetts. Commissioners on Codification of the Common Law
1852
Love's Apprentice Shirley Abbott 1999-05 The author recounts her romantic life, from her Southern
girlhood to her Parisian collegiate days to her marriage, motherhood, and divorce in New York, reflecting
on the nature and costs of women's romantic quests
Archaeology in the Classroom Margo Muhl Davis 2001-01-01 An American state-by-state resource guide
to museums, archaeological collections and organisations with details of courses, information packs and
contact details.
Who Killed John Clayton? Kenneth C. Barnes 1998 In 1888 a group of armed and masked Democrats
stole a ballot box from a small town in Conway County, Arkansas. The box contained most of the county's
black Republican votes, thereby assuring defeat for candidate John Clayton in a close race for the U.S.
Congress. Days after he announced he would contest the election, a volley of buckshot ripped through
Clayton's hotel window, killing him instantly. Thus began a yet-to-be-solved, century-old mystery. More
than a description of this particular event, however, Who Killed John Clayton? traces patterns of political
violence in this section of the South over a three-decade period. Using vivid courtroom-type detail, Barnes
describes how violence was used to define and control the political system in the post-Reconstruction
South and how this system in turn produced Jim Crow. Although white Unionists and freed blacks had
joined under the banner of the Republican Party and gained the upper hand during Reconstruction, during
these last decades of the nineteenth century conservative elites, first organized as the Ku Klux Klan and
then as the revived Democratic Party, regained power—via such tactics as murdering political opponents,
lynching blacks, and defrauding elections. This important recounting of the struggle over political power
will engage those interested in Southern and American history.
Official Knowledge Michael W. Apple 2013-05-13 A powerful examination of the rightist resurgence in
education and the challenges it presents to concerned educators, Official Knowledge analyzes the effects
of conservative beliefs and strategies on educational policy and practice. Apple looks specifically at the
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conservative agenda's incursion into education through the curriculum, textbook adoption policies and the
efforts of the private and business sectors to centralize its interests within schools. At the same time,
however, he points out areas of hope for the future, showing how students and teachers have continued
the struggle and are now successfully engaged in building more democratic education policies and
practices. Finally, Apple writes in personal terms about his own teaching techniques and work with
students which challenge some of the ideological and educational policies and practices of the Right.
The Creation of Modern Georgia Numan V. Bartley 1990 Examines the persistence and ultimate collapse
of Georgia's plantation-oriented colonial society and the emergence of a modern state with greater
urbanization, industrialization, and diversification
Democratic Schools Michael W. Apple 2007-01 Every once in a while, with the passage of time, a classic
book takes on even greater relevance. The first edition of Democratic Schools was praised by legions of
education professionals for showing how to create schools and classrooms with democratic values in
mind; it was hailed for its clear-eyed assessment of the important role schools continue to play in
promoting democracy, its traditions, and its thinking. Now an expanded and updated edition of Democratic
Schools arrives, increasingly relevant in a time of inequitable accountability-based reform, standardized
assessments, and cookie-cutter curricula. Michael Apple and James Beane return to challenge reform
movements such as No Child Left Behind by asserting that our schools have a vital and historic
connection to the continued success of our democratic way of life. Democratic Schools, Second Edition,
shows in detail how educators can make a lasting difference by combining authentic, important lessons
and a consistent, building- or system-wide focus on a critical and democratic education. Apple and Beane
once more convene seven of America's most creative democratic educators for a powerful conversation
about how to build an education that is worthy of our highest ideals. The essays that made the first edition
so potent are here in their entirety, each followed by brand-new retrospective insight from their writers,
educators who have proven that teachers and administrators can bring the nation's most noble values to
life every day. Contributors include: Michael W. Apple James A. Beane Bob Peterson Brian D. Schultz
Barbara L. Brodhagen Larry Rosenstock Adria Steinberg Deborah Meier Paul Schwarz. Grounded in a
robust understanding of democracy, education, and the exigencies of our political and social systems, the
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second edition of Democratic Schools goes beyond updating and expanding the stories of the schools it
originally chronicled. It adds new material - including a brand new chapter from Apple and Beane - that
provides crucial lessons for creating and sustaining democratic schools, and that once again inspires
teachers, administrators, and educational leaders to adopt ways of framing their mission that can create
and sustain our democratic way of life - even in these difficult times.
Curriculum William M. Reynolds 2003 Annotation Reynolds (curriculum studies, Georgia Southern
University) explores curriculum theory from hermeneutics and phenomenology to poststructuralism in
these essays from 1982-2002. Democratic schools, the abolition of teacher materials and minimum
competency tests, and outcomes-based education are some of the areas discussed. Annotation (c)2003
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com)
Georgia and state rights Ulrich Bonnell Phillips 1902
Public Archeology Charles Robert McGimsey 1972
Georgia And the American Experience Bonnie Bullard London 2005-05-31
An Introduction to Auditory Processing Disorders in Children Teralandur K. Parthasarathy 2014-02-04
Auditory processing in children (APD) comprises an increasingly important clinical area within the broad
field of communication disorders. This new textbook presents the major advances in the assessment and
management of APD. The chapter authors, highly regarded clinicians and researchers from diverse
professional groups, contribute an impressive breadth of knowledge to explain and demystify APD. This
text will be useful to students of speech language pathology and audiology, as well as professionals in
those fields.
Georgia Christopher C. Meyers 2012 Here, for the first time is a brief, balanced, and up-to-date history of
Georgia from the early Indians to the twenty-first century. Based on the most recent research, Georgia: A
Brief History surveys the people and events that shaped our state's history in a style that reads easily and
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flows effortlessly.Beginning with the earliest Indian settlements, the story tells of first contacts between
area natives and Spanish from Florida, British from Carolina, and James Oglethorpe leading the effort to
found a colony called Georgia. That colony passed out of the British Empire during the American
Revolution, a conflict that was as much a civil war as a war for independence. In the following decades,
Creek and Cherokee Indians were driven out as Georgia was transformed into a cotton kingdom
dominated by a minority of slaveholders, who finally sought to make slavery perpetual in a war that often
pitted Georgians against each other.In the aftermath of the Civil War the state struggled with the
consequences of the conflict, political, social, and economic. The postwar years were highlighted by
economic stagnation, questions over the meaning of freedom, and one-party politics. Race relations
pervaded the state's history after the Civil War until well into the twentieth century and those struggles are
traced from Reconstruction to Jim Crow to the Civil Rights Era. In the latter half of the twentieth century,
and carrying into the twenty-first, Georgia drifted away from the provincialism that characterized its history
and moved toward modernity.
The Oxford Handbook of School Psychology Melissa A. Bray 2013-09-05 The Oxford Handbook of School
Psychology focuses on significant issues, new developments, and scientific findings that influence current
research and practice in the ever-growing field of school psychology.
Change in Psychotherapy Boston Change Process Study Group 2010 From an internationally acclaimed
group of analysts, a selection of papers on the concept of change.
Without Alibi Jacques Derrida 2002 This book brings together for the first time five recent essays by
Jacques Derrida, which advance his reflections on many issues: lying, perjury, forgiveness, confession,
the profession of faith, and, most recently, cruelty, sovereignty, and capital punishment. Strongly linked by
their attention to "performatives" and the "as if," the essays show the necessity of thinking beyond the
category of acts that are possible for a subject. Derrida argues forcefully that thought must engage with
the im-possible, that is, the order of the unforeseeable event, the absolute future still to come. This acute
awareness of the limits of performative programs informs the essays throughout and attunes them closely
to events of a world undergoing "globalization." The first essay, "History of the Lie," reviews some classic
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and modern definitions of the lie (Augustine, Rousseau, Kant, Koyré, Arendt), while renewing questions
about what is called lying, as distinguished from other forms of nontruth. This inventive analysis is
followed by "Typewriter Ribbon," which examines at length the famous lie recounted by Rousseau in his
Confessions, when he perjured himself by accusing another of his own crime. Paul de Man's reading of
this textual event is at the center of Derrida's patient, at times seriously funny analyses. "Le parjure,
Perhaps" engages with a remarkable novel by Henri Thomas that fictionalizes the charge of perjury
brought against Paul de Man in the 1950s. Derrida's extraordinary fineness as a reader and thinker of
fiction here treats, to profound effect, the "fatal experience of perjury." The two final essays, "The
University Without Condition" and "Psychoanalysis Searches the States of Its Soul," address the
institutions of the university and of psychoanalysis as sites from which to resist and deconstruct the
nontruth or phantasm of sovereignty. For the university, the principle of truth remains at the core of its
resistance; for psychoanalysis, there is the obligation to remain true to what may be, Derrida suggests, its
specific insight: into psychic cruelty. Resistance to the sovereign cruelty of the death penalty is just one of
the stakes indicated by the last essay, which is the text of a keynote address to the "States General of
Psychoanalysis" held in Paris, July 2000. Especially for this volume, Derrida has written "Provocation:
Forewords," which reflects on the title Without Alibi while taking up questions about relations between
deconstruction and America. This essay-foreword also responds to the event of this book, which Peggy
Kamuf in her introduction presents as event of resistance. Without Alibi joins two other books by Derrida
that Kamuf has translated for Stanford University Press: Points . . .: Interviews, 1974-1994 (1994) and
Resistances of Psychoanalysis (1998).
Governor's Budget Report Kansas. Division of the Budget 1977
Understanding Curriculum William F. Pinar 1995 Perhaps not since Ralph Tyler's (1949) Basic Principles
of Curriculum and Instruction has a book communicated the field as completely as Understanding
Curriculum. From historical discourses to breaking developments in feminist, poststructuralist, and racial
theory, including chapters on political theory, phenomenology, aesthetics, theology, international
developments, and a lengthy chapter on institutional concerns, the American curriculum field is here. It will
be an indispensable textbook for undergraduate and graduate courses alike.
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Sharing the Dream Dominic Pulera 2004-10-20 White males, 100 million strong, constitute approximately
35 percent of the U.S. population, a percentage that declines slightly each year. They matter very much to
discussions of race, ethnicity, and gender in the US due to their numbers and the enormous influence
they have wielded—and continue to wield. In this highly original and readable work, Dominic Pulera offers
the broadest and most balanced treatment of the white male experience in America to date. He contends
that virtually all white males are sharing the American dream with women and people of color, in response
to the nation's changing demographics and the multicultural mindset that informs policies and attitudes in
our nation. Some white males are sharing the dream voluntarily; others are doing so involuntarily. The
author also explores the heterogeneity of white male America, taking into account such factors as age,
ethnicity, ideology, social class, regional background, occupational status, and sexual orientation. This
timely work relies on a broad range of sources, including extensive field research and hundreds of
interviews along with the best primary and secondary sources available. It includes original historical
treatments, discussion of contemporary dynamics, and comparative material that takes into account the
experiences of peoples in other countries. In doing so, Pulera places white males in the context of
America's ongoing transition from a predominantly white country to one where people of color are
increasingly numerous and consequently becoming more visible. Dominic J. Pulera is an independent
scholar who lectures and writes about issues related to race, ethnicity, and gender. In the wake of his first
book, Visible Differences: Why Race Will Matter to Americans in the Twenty-First Century, he spoke at 13
universities on 4 continents and appeared on a one-hour segment of Book TV (C-Span). He has been a
frequent guest on radio and television programs in Atlanta, Baltimore, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C.
The Empire State of the South Christopher C. Meyers 2008 This work offers a look at the history of
Georgia through over 100 primary documents. ""The Empire State of the South: Georgia History in
Documents and Essays"" offers teachers of Georgia history an alternative to the traditional narrative
textbook. In this volume, students have the opportunity to read Georgia history rather than reading about
Georgia history. Encompassing the entirety of Georgia history into the twenty-first century, ""The Empire
State of the South"" is suitable for all courses on Georgia history. This text is divided into 16 chapters
comprising 129 documents and 33 essays on various topics of Georgia history. The primary documents
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represent a wide range of genres, including speeches, newspaper columns, letters, treaties, laws,
proclamations, state constitutions, court decisions, and many others. Some documents outline general
themes or movements in Georgia history while others address more narrow issues. The thirty-three
essays are excerpts from larger pieces that were written by specialists in Georgia history. Each chapter
consists of several parts. First is a short narrative introduction. The second part contains the documents
themselves. Following the documents are two essays written by historians regarding some topic relevant
to the chapter. At the end of each chapter is a short list of suggested readings. The documents
themselves range from the usual: state constitutions, laws, and speeches, to the inordinate: plans for
constructing what is regarded as the state's first concrete home, a corny campaign song for Eugene
Talmadge, an attempt by the General Assembly in 1897 to ban the playing of football, and a 1962 letter
Martin Luther King, Jr. wrote from an Albany prison that preceded his more well-known Birmingham letter.
Georgia has indeed had a colorful history and ""The Empire State of the South"" tells that story.
The Archaeology Education Handbook Shelley J. Smith 2000 This innovative guidebook introduces
archaeologists to the complexities and possibilities of educating children in archaeology. The book
explains the culture of the educational system, discusses the interface between education and
archaeology, forewarns of sensitive and inflammatory issues, and provides real-world examples of a
variety of successful archaeology education programs. Throughout, the emphasis is on exemplary
programming that meets the needs of students, educators and archaeologists in a realistic, achievable
manner. Published in cooperation with the Society for American Archaeology.
Curriculum Studies William Pinar 1975 This is the book that revolutionized American curriculum studies.
Chosen as one of the educational Books of the Century by the University of South Carolina s Museum of
Education, the volume started a decade-long reconceptualization that has changed the thematic and
methodological contours of the field. This groundbreaking collection brought together some of the best
writing of the 1970s avant-garde of curriculum theorists, who with concerning themselves with the internal
and existential experience of the public world, were attempting to understand the nature of educational
experience. The works presented here functioned to not only criticize the old tradition of curriculum, but
also to be critical of what was and is, and, to begin to look to the future creation of the new -what we now
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know as the contemporary field of curriculum studies."
Neuronal Plasticity: Building a Bridge from the Laboratory to the Clinic Jordan Grafman 2012-12-06 Over
the last twenty years there has been an explosive growth in our understanding of the molecular, cellular,
and anatomical changes that occur in the days and weeks following brain injury. It is now clear that
training and exposure to certain environments can modify and shape neuronal plasticity in lower animals
and humans. In humans, in particular, there are new ways of charting neuronal plasticity at the ensemble
or regional level using functional neuroimaging techniques such as positron emission tomography and
functional magnetic resonance imaging. Thus, the time seems right for transporting the laboratory results
to the clinic so that experimental findings can be tested in the "field". This volume provides some impetus
to moving the field of cognitive neuroscience a little further in its efforts to improve the lives of patients
who have suffered a debilitating brain injury.
Conservative Call to Arms Joel A. Carpenter 1988
Identifying, Assessing, and Treating Dyslexia at School Catherine Christo 2010-11-01 As many as one in
four children experiences problems with reading. Dyslexia, the most common learning disability leads to
well-documented negative effects on school and, ultimately, adult success. Therefore, it is critical that
school professionals provide early and effective assessment and intervention. Identifying, Assessing, and
Treating Dyslexia at School equips practitioners with in-depth understanding of the disorder and a wealth
of practical information for meeting student needs. This volume: Reviews up-to-date findings on dyslexia –
causes, prevalence, and related conditions. Provides research-based tools for identifying and addressing
dyslexia. Offers a detailed framework for case finding and screening, diagnostic and psychoeducational
assessment as well as age- and grade-appropriate intervention. Explains the roles and responsibilities of
school psychologists when it comes to identifying students with dyslexia. Focuses solely on dyslexia,
unlike most other books on learning disabilities. As the duties of school psychologists and related
education professionals become more complex, recognizing and providing services for students with
learning disorders has become progressively more demanding. Identifying, Assessing, and Treating
Dyslexia at School offers practitioners an accessible and easy-to-read reference that they will use for
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years to come.
Tech Tally National Research Council 2006-07-27 In a broad sense, technology is any modification of the
natural world made to fulfill human needs or desires. Although people tend to focus on the most recent
technological inventions, technology includes a myriad of devices and systems that profoundly affect
everyone in modern society. Technology is pervasive; an informed citizenship needs to know what
technology is, how it works, how it is created, how it shapes our society, and how society influences
technological development. This understanding depends in large part on an individual level of
technological literacy. Tech Tally: Approaches to Assessing Technological Literacy determines the most
viable approaches to assessing technological literacy for students, teachers, and out-of-school adults. The
book examines opportunities and obstacles to developing scientifically valid and broadly applicable
assessment instruments for technological literacy in the three target populations. The book offers findings
and 12 related recommendations that address five critical areas: instrument development; research on
learning; computer-based assessment methods, framework development, and public perceptions of
technology. This book will be of special interest to individuals and groups promoting technological literacy
in the United States, education and government policy makers in federal and state agencies, as well as
the education research community.
Paideia Proposal Mortimer J. Adler 1998-10-01 The Paideia Proposal is a system of liberal education
intended for all children. It was a response to what Adler characterized as the United States'
antidemocratic or undemocratic educational system, a holdover from the 19th century, when the
understanding of basic human rights fell short of 20th century expectations. The Paidea Proposal was
based upon the following assumptions: 1) All children are educable; 2) Education is never completed in
school or higher institutions of learning, but is a lifelong process of maturity for all citizens; 3) The primary
cause of learning is the activity of the child's mind, which is not created by, but only assisted by the
teacher; 4) Multiple types learning and teaching must be utilized in education, not just teacher lecturing, or
telling; and 5) A student's preparation for earning a living is not the primary objective of schooling. Adler
stressed that the proposal is much more than just a return to the basic skills of reading, writing and
arithmetic. It is not simply a return to the values of classical civilization, but a return to what is of enduring
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value. It is a democratic proposal intended for the education of all, and not an elitist program as some
have alleged.
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